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SAINT-JEAN-DE-MAURIENNE: Nairo Quintana
will be aiming to cement the special relationship
between Colombia and Alp d’Huez when tackling
the mystical Tour de France climb today. The 25-
year-old 2014 Giro d’Italia champion may be the
most famous Colombian cyclist and Alp d’Huez the
most iconic mountain in the sport, but it was Luis
‘Lucho’ Herrera who paved the way for riders in the
Andean country 31 years ago. It was Monday, July
17 in 1984 on the 151km 17th stage of the Tour de
France from Grenoble to Alpe d’Huez when the 23-
year-old Colombian climber announced his talent
to the world.

The day started badly for Herrera, who was ini-
tially distanced by the peloton as French pair
Laurent Fignon and Bernard Hinault, the two
favorites, battled for supremacy. But Herrera man-
aged to cling on and by the foot of Alpe d’Huez he
was alongside Fignon. Herrera attacked and reeled
in Hinault before going on to win the stage at the
Alpine colossus’ summit, joining the likes of cycling
legends Fausto Coppi and Joop Zoetemelk as win-
ners on Alpe d’Huez. Herrera, officially still an ama-
teur, went on to finish the race 27th overall as
Fignon won his second Tour-a year later Hinault
would take revenge but France has not had a Tour
winner since.

The Colombian star would enjoy many more
great days in cycling, winning the 1987 Vuelta a
Espana and that same year earning his best finish
in the Tour-fifth. He would also win five king of the
mountain jerseys across the three Grand Tours and
triumph in the prestigious Criterium du Dauphine
twice. But it is the inspiration he provided for a
generation of Colombian climbers that has per-
haps marked him down in cycling’s record books.
“It was spectacular in that moment and very
important for Colombian cycling,” said Quintana.

Herrera, who would go on to win two more
Tour stages, himself admitted years later: “I never
imagined that this victory would be remembered
to such an extent.” There have been eight more
Colombian Tour stage winners since Herrera,
including Quintana, while others such as Rigoberto
Uran, the Oylmpic silver medalist, have also
impressed. “For Colombian cycling, ‘Lucho’ Herrera
is the man who opened the door,” Uran, twice run-
ner-up at the Giro, including to Quintana said.

“He’s a huge institution in Colombian and an excel-
lent example.” Since Herrera, Quintana enjoyed a
great ride on Alpe d’Huez in 2013 when he dis-
tanced Chris Froome, the Tour winner that year.

But Quintana finished fourth that day behind
Frenchman Christophe Riblon, who was part of a
seven-man breakaway. Two days later he did taste

victory in the Alps but Quintana is determined to
etch his name into the Alpe d’Huez annals this
time around. “Independent of the great Lucho’s
victory, it’s a climb I like a lot and that I always try
to tackle well, ever more so this time as I need to!”
said Quintana. The Movistar team leader is bat-
tling with Froome for victory at the Tour this year

and Alpe d’Huez will be the final opportunity
before the finale in Paris for someone to stake
their claim for the yellow jersey. If Quintana could
win the 20th stage and in so doing rip the yellow
jersey from Froome’s grasp, Colombia would at
last have a performance to eclipse the great
‘Lucho’ Herrera.—AFP 

Quintana bidding to eclipse ‘Lucho’ Herrera

SAINT-JEAN-DE-MAURIENNE: A combination of pictures shows (top left) Cyclists climbing the Lacets de Montvernier ; (top right) Great
Britain’s Geraint Thomas, Great Britain’s Christopher Froome, wearing the overall leader’s yellow jersey, Colombia’s Nairo Quintana,
wearing the best young’s white jersey, and Spain’s Alberto Contador climbing the Lacets de Montvernier; (above left) cyclists riding;
and (above right) France’s Romain Bardet crossing the finish line as part of the 186,5 km eighteenth stage of the 102nd edition of the
Tour de France cycling race between Gap and Saint-Jean-de-Maurienne, French Alps. —AFP 

SAINT-JEAN-DE-MAURIENNE: Nairo Quintana
may be running out of options at the Tour de
France but he says the next two Alpine stages will
favor him over race leader Chris Froome. Quintana
has been quietly coming to the boil at the Tour
after an unremarkable first week which left him
two minutes behind Froome. The 25-year-old
Colombian then lost another minute to his British
rival on the first mountain stage in the Pyrenees
but since then he’s been gradually coming into
top form.

Quintana has tried probing a few times on
climbs in the Alps but it is the next two stages
“with lots of climbs and big changes in altitude”
that he thinks will be decisive, and will give him an
advantage over Froome. Although stretching his
legs with a couple of half-hearted accelerations on
Thursday’s 18th stage, but without truly attacking
the Sky leader, Quintana vowed: “Tomorrow
(Friday) we’ll race differently.”

Friday’s 138km 19th stage begins with the
tough 15.4km first category (6.3 percent average
gradient) Col du Chaussy right from the off before
scaling the 22.4km hors category (6.9 percent) Col
de la Croix de Fer. Thereafter there’s still the 5.7km
second category (6.8 percent) Col du Mollard and
the 18km first category (6.1 percent) finish up to
La Toussuire. “Up until now Froome hasn’t made

any mistakes nor suffered any weaknesses,” said
Quintana’s Movistar manager Eusebio Unzue.

“He’s descended as well as anyone else and has
controlled all his rivals.  “We’re hoping that with
the accumulation of stages, one day he won’t be
able to recover as well, he’ll be a little less strong
and we’ll be able to try something. “However, he’s
leading the race on his own merits.” It is the num-
ber of ascents and a mounting of climbing that
may give Quintana a chance to attack Froome and
eat into his 3min 10sec deficit.  With just two
stages left in which to make a difference, Quintana
is the only realistic rival to Froome in most peo-
ple’s minds.

But if he had to choose a stage to win, it would
be Saturday’s 20th which finishes on Alpe d’Huez.
“I think the finish at La Toussuire is very beautiful
but Alpe d’Huez is more renown, more iconic and I
prefer it,” said Quintana.  Whatever Quintana and
teammate Alejandro Valverde-third at 4min 09sec-
do, Froome says he’ll be ready for it. “I don’t actu-
ally know the first climb (on Friday-Chaussy), I will
be seeing it for the first time,” said the 30-year-old.
“Certainly I know La Toussuire at the finish, it’s a
tough climb. The easiest part is towards the top so
it could be quite a tactical climb once we reach the
final 4km-5km. “Personally, I’m expecting Movistar
to put in lot of attacks!”— AFP 

ST PETERSBURG: Russia insists fans will not face
problems following their teams around Russia
for the 2018 World Cup, even as FIFA’s schedule
gave some competitors lengthy travel distances
in the group stage. FIFA announced the full
World Cup schedule yesterday, a day ahead of
the preliminary draw.  Even though no venues
are in the Asian part of Russia, some teams will
rack up the miles in the world’s largest country.
One team in Group D will start in the western
exclave of Kaliningrad, near the border with
Poland, before heading more than 1,000 miles
south to Volgograd and then back north to St
Petersburg for a total distance of 2,064 miles.

Another team in Group G will head from the
southern city of Sochi, last year’s Winter Olympic
host, then Moscow before going east to
Yekaterinburg in the Ural Mountains for a total
distance of 1,728 miles. Still, the distances are far
shorter than the ones during last year’s tourna-
ment in Brazil. Russian Sports Minister Vitaly
Mutko, who also oversees World Cup prepara-
tions, said fans would be able to cope. “In Russia
it’s easy,” he said. “Communications are very well
built, we’ve actually got air travel, rail travel, car
travel, water transport. We don’t see any prob-
lems here.” 

The cities of Kazan, Nizhny Novgorod, Samara
and Sochi will host the quarterfinals as FIFA skips
the big cities where the semifinals and final will
be played. With the exception of Sochi, all are in
central Russia on the Volga river. Moscow will
host two games in the round of 16, one at
Spartak Stadium and one at Luzhniki Stadium.
Each of the 12 stadiums will host four group
matches, with all seeded teams playing once in
Moscow. Organizers previously announced the
semifinals will be in St Petersburg on July 10 and
at Luzhniki the following day, and the final will
be at the 81,000-capacity Luzhniki on July 15.  

Host Russia will open in Moscow on June 14,
then will play its second Group A match in St
Petersburg and close its first round in Samara,
which Mutko called “a major football region.”
Some teams are expected to base in cities away
from the venues, adding distance to their travels.
Base locations suggested by organizers include
cities in Russia’s volatile North Caucasus region,
such as Grozny, the capital of Chechnya. Russia
says the North Caucasus cities are safe despite
occasional outbreaks of violence, including an
incident in December in Grozny when Islamist
militants waged a gun battle with police that left
at least 20 dead.— AP 
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